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Check the box next to the  
sentence with no spelling mistakes.

Luis can’t wate for his birthday party on Sunday.

He has to wait while Nonna lights the candles.

Weight until everyone sees his new action figures!

Add commas to make the sentence 
correct.

“ I  got  new  toys  games  clothes  
and  even  money ”  Luis  said .

“What are you eating that looks  
so delicious?” Opal asked. 

“It’s a piece of cake!” Luis said.

Is the underlined phrase literal  
or figurative?

____________________

Use a suffix to finish the word 
so that it means the state of 
being happy.

happi ___________

Circle the vowel sound you hear in the 
second syllable of the word birthday.

Write four words with the same vowel  
sound that don’t use the spelling ay.

_________________     _________________

_________________     _________________

short a              long a
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Match the part of speech with the descriptions.

_________________  a word that takes the place  
        of a noun, e.g., his

_________________  a word that tells what a noun  
        is doing, e.g., watched

_________________  a word that describes  
        a noun, e.g., bright

verb      pronoun      adjective

comparing   far   partner   airplane

Circle the correct answers.

How many total vowel sounds 
are in the word telescope?

2         3         4

How many are long vowel 
sounds?

1         2         3

Use context to give a definition for  
the word constellation.

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

____________________

Circle the verbs in the sentences.
Underline the pronouns.

 Sarai and her dad looked at the 
stars through a telescope. He showed 
her a constellation in the shape of a 
bear.

Sort the words based on the  
vowel sound you hear. 

Then think of another word that shares 
each sound and write it in the correct 
column.

 star     stare

Draw a line between the base word 
and suffix.

b e a u t i f u l
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Amir ______________ driving his truck around town. 

He was ______________ when he hit a pothole and got two  
flat tires.

Complete the sentences using a synonym for the indicated word.

(likes)

(mad)

__________ Shadid called a tow truck for her husband. 

They went to the repair shop at 283 Morrison __________.

__________ Shadid drove his truck home afterward.

Fill in the sentences with the correct abbreviation.

(Missus)

(Avenue)

(Mister)

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

he preedicts the repairs will be costly

_________________________________________

_________________________________________

3 errors

  Example: The car radiator hissed.

Color in the words that use 
onomatopoeia.

A word uses onomatopoeia 
when the sound of the word itself 
is similar to the sound it describes. 

 clank meow

 quack guitar

 shouting click

 buzz song

Complete the  
sentences using the  
correct tense of the verb fix.

The repairman has _______________ Mr. 
Shadid’s truck in the past.

Right now he is _______________ a flat tire.

He promises he _______________ any 
problems if they come up later!
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Homographs are words that are spelled  
the same but have different meanings.

Write the number of the homograph 
definition the sentence uses on the line.

_____ We hit a traffic jam on the way to  
  the store.

_____ Don’t jam the shopping cart in  
  there!

_____ How much does a jar of jam cost?

_____ We jammed the bags into the  
  trunk.

jam:
(1) kind of fruit spread
(2) to shove in a tight place
(3) a blockage, as from a crowd

Adverbs describe verbs, adjectives, or 
other adverbs.

Circle the adverbs.

We went to the store 
early and chose the 
very best foods to make 
a tasty dinner.

  Example: I pushed the super heavy  
  cart really carefully.

Sort the adjectives based on what 
sense they describe.

shiny        squishy        spicy 
        sticky            salty

touch sighttaste

Use the conjunction but to make a  
compound sentence.

Iris loves most fruit. She doesn’t like kiwis.

____________________________________

____________________________________

____________________________________

Rewrite the phrases using plurals or 
possessives.

___________________________________

groceries belonging to Mom

___________________________________

more than one loaf of bread
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There are many kinds of storms. The most deadly is a 
hurricane. Hurricanes form over warm oceans. They have 
heavy rains and very strong winds. Scientists use wind 
speeds to split hurricanes into groups called categories. The 
weakest hurricanes blow at least 74 miles per hour (mph). 
The strongest ones—Category 5—are 157 mph or more. 
Would you be surprised to learn they still aren’t the fastest 
storms? The strongest tornadoes can break 300 mph!

What is one reason the author might have used  
a table to show wind speeds?

________________________________________________

________________________________________________

What type of writing is this?

 a. nonfiction          b. fiction          c. fantasy

Which best describes the author’s main purpose?

 a. To compare two types of storms.
 b. To teach you about hurricanes.
 c. To teach you how to get ready for a hurricane.

Category

1

2

3

4

5

Wind Speed

74-95 mph

96-110 mph

111-129 mph

130 -156 mph

157+ mph

spin  _______________

crash _______________

drip  _______________

Rewrite these words in 
alphabetical order.

stormy, stirring, strength,  
speedily, strangely

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

________________________

strongest  light

safety  danger

heavy  weakest

Draw a line to match each 
word with its antonym.

Spell the words after 
adding the suffix -ing.

What is the plural form of eye?   ____________________



__________ Shadid called a tow  

truck for her husband.

They went to the repair shop 
at 283 Morrison __________.

__________ Shadid drove his  

truck home afterward.
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Check the box next to the 
sentence with no spelling 
mistakes.

Luis can’t wate for his 
birthday party on Sunday.

He has to wait while 
Nonna lights the candles.

Weight until everyone sees 
his new action figures!

Add commas to make the 
sentence correct.

“ I  got  new  toys,  games,  
clothes,  and  even  money,”  
Luis  said .

“What are you eating that 
looks so delicious?” Opal 
asked. 

“It’s a piece of cake!” Luis 
said.

Is the underlined phrase 
literal or figurative?

____________________

Use a suffix to finish the 
word so that it means the 
state of being happy.

happi ___________

Circle the vowel sound you 
hear in the second syllable of 
the word birthday.

Write four words with the 
same vowel sound that don’t 
use the spelling ay.

_____________________________

_____________________________

short a          long a

Match the part of speech 
with the descriptions.

_________________  a word that 
takes the place of a noun,  
e.g., his

_________________  a word that 
tells what a noun is doing,  
e.g., watched

_________________  a word that 
describes a noun, e.g., bright

Circle the correct answers.

How many total vowel sounds 
are in the word telescope?

2         3         4

How many are long vowel 
sounds?

1         2         3

Use context to give a definition 
for the word constellation.

______________________________

Circle the verbs in the 
sentences. Underline the 
pronouns.

 Sarai and her dad looked at 
the stars through a telescope. 
He showed her a constellation 
in the shape of a bear.

Draw a line between the 
base word and suffix.

b e a u t i / f u l

Sort the words based on the 
vowel sound you hear. Then 
think of another word that 
shares each sound and write 
it in the correct column.

         star                   stare

far comparing

partner airplane

Answers will vary.

Complete the sentences 
using a synonym for the 
indicated word.

Amir ______________ driving 

his truck around town.
 

He was ______________ when 

he hit a pothole and got two  

flat tires.

(likes)

(mad)

Fill in the sentences with the 
correct abbreviation.

(Missus)

(Avenue)

(Mister)

Rewrite the sentence correctly.

he preedicts the repairs will 
be costly

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

3 errors

Color in the words that use 
onomatopoeia.

 clank meow

 quack guitar

 shouting click

 buzz song

Complete the sentences 
using the correct tense of the 
verb fix.

The repairman has 
_______________ Mr. Shadid’s 
truck in the past.

Right now he is 
_______________ a flat tire.

He promises he 
_______________ any problems 
if they come up later!

_____ We hit a traffic jam on  
          the way to the store.
_____ Don’t jam the shopping  
          cart in there!
_____ How much does a jar of  
          jam cost?
_____ We jammed the bags 
          into the trunk.

jam:
(1) kind of fruit spread
(2) to shove in a tight place
(3) a blockage, as from a crowd

Adverbs describe verbs, 
adjectives, or other adverbs.

Circle the adverbs.

We went to the store early 
and chose the very best 
foods to make a tasty dinner.

Sort the adjectives based on 
what sense they describe.

touch sighttaste

Use the conjunction but to 
make a compound sentence.

Iris loves most fruit. She doesn’t 
like kiwis.

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

Rewrite the phrases using 
plurals or possessives.

_____________________________

groceries belonging to Mom

_____________________________

more than one loaf of bread

Why might the author have used  
a table to show wind speeds?
______________________________

What type of writing is this?
a. nonfiction     b. fiction 
c. fantasy
Which best describes the  
author’s main purpose?
a. To compare two types of storms.
b. To teach you about hurricanes.
c. To teach you how to get  
     ready for a hurricane.

Rewrite these words in 
alphabetical order.
stormy, stirring, strength,  
speedily, strangely

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

______________________

Draw a line to match each 
word with its antonym.

Spell the words after adding 
the suffix -ing.

What is the plural form of 
eye?

__________________strongest      light

safety      danger

heavy      weakest

spin     _________________

crash  _________________

drip     _________________

literal

pronoun

Mom’s groceries

loaves of bread

fixed

Mrs.

3

1

2

2

Mr.

Avefixing

will fix

verb

adjective

ness

Answers will vary.

Answers may vary. An example 
is: a group of stars shaped like 
something

answers  
may vary

answers  
may vary

He predicts the repairs 

will be costly.

Iris loves most fruit, but  

she doesn’t like kiwis.

speedily

stirring

stormy

strangely

strength

spinning eyes

crashing

dripping

Answers will vary.

squishy spicy shiny

sticky salty


